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tekken: blood vengeance is different, in that it is a movie made for the disc itself. before the
movie starts, it shows clips that explain the characters, the story and the history of the series.

although many people consider this a let down because they expected it to start with the
introduction of the characters, as i said before the movie acts as a prologue to the tekken tag
tournament 2 arcade game. at the film start, you see clips of the fighting between kuma and
hazama from the previous arcade game. then the credits roll and you are brought back to the

disc to start the movie, which is essentially a moving clip-show that explains what the game will
be about. as you rewind the movie a couple of times, you learn more about the various

characters. its a fun and to the point way of watching a movie on a disc. the problem with this is
that it ends abruptly at the credits, so you still have to wait for the second disc, the bonus disc,
to tell you what happened after the credits and the rest of the movie is what the second disc

tells you. this means the main film and the bonus dvd serve two separate purposes.
unfortunately, the bonus disc is a big let down because they used the footage from the tekken

tag tournament movie to add an extra eight hours of footage, which completely ruins the tekken
tag tournament 2 game. this is evident immediately when you open up the bonus disc and you

are taken right to a bonus game. if you have played both of the games, you know they are
completely different. so the whole bonus disc is basically extra footage from the game that

could have been included in the game in the first place. this is bad news for video game fans, as
they are getting the tekken 6 film and the second game for free. the movie is fun, the bonus

content is cool, but the fact that you are watching it all for free isn't so great.
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the playstation3 game is a
fighting game that was first
released on the playstation2

and featured some
characters from the original

tekken fighting game.
tekken 6 is the second

tekken game that features
two iconic characters. kuma

and ogre have been
featured in many of the

tekken fighting games to
date. there are some new

characters from the tekken
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6 game that are featured in
this film. i wont mention all

of them because its un-
necessary. the basic

gameplay of tekken tag
tournament has also

remained unchanged, which
is similar to street fighter x

tekken. full menus were
included in the psp version
of tekken tag tournament 2.
character customization was

also improved from the
original title, though the

customization of costumes
was limited to the color of
the jacket only. character
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models were also modeled
after their original arcade

counterparts. tekken: blood
vengeance is perfect for a

movie night with friends. the
story is relatively straight-

forward and keeps you
engaged until the climax at
the end. i was in the front
row during the making of

the film and was able to ask
some questions during

filming to harada. you get to
see the filming process

behind-the-scenes and were
treated to food served

during filming. you get to
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watch the entire film in
1080p, bluray and the

original japanese-language
version. overall, tekken:

blood vengeance is a
definite recommendation for
all fans of the tekken series
this was the first time ever

to see the teamgeist
'tekken' shirts which feature

iori and nina as the main
two characters - this is

before the release of either
of the two tekken 6

remasters which focus on
jun kazama and lei wulong.
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